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Abstract
In this thesis, we consider sequential real investment decisions for the development
of discovered oil prospects. Following a decision analysis approach, we propose a
methodology to explore the upside of a dynamic drilling strategy, where there is a
significant uncertainty about the reservoir complexity. We introduce the notion of
information lag, whereby the decision-maker receives the information with a certain
delay after each drilling is completed. In an illustrative case study, we apply our
proposed methodology on a single reservoir to characterize the value of flexibility and
to describe the relative impact of the information lags, in the context of an extensive
drilling plan. We also provide several extensions of this case study in order to show
how this methodology would be extended in a more comprehensive decision frame-
work. Topics include choosing the optimal production capacity, valuing an initial
test opportunity, and developing a field with multiple reservoirs. Our results indicate
that flexible thinking may be a significant source of value to the projects. However,
the incremental value might be over-rated if information lags are not appropriately
included in the analysis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Oil projects, especially in deepwater offshore, require capital-intensive investment
decisions to be made on a multi-period basis, from the early stages of site exploration
to the delivery of the final product, especially in today's market conditions with the
surged development costs due to the strong inflationary pressures experienced in all
parts of the supply chain. Often, these decisions involve irreversible commitments
(e.g. once a $100 million oil well is drilled, it is not possible to take it back). What
makes things even more complicated is that these investments are often (have to be)
made in the face of uncertainty, with imperfect information on technology, costs, oil
prices, reservoir structure, etc. Timing is extremely important, especially when the
project managers have the flexibility to actively respond to the information observed.
Incorporating this flexibility into a valuation framework is a very critical task, which
requires a good understanding of the objectives as well as the critical uncertainties
and the capabilities.
Investment under uncertainty is a field widely explored in the academic environ-
ment. As a result, very powerful tools have been developed in order to support com-
plex decision systems. Among these tools, decision analysis and real options theory
provide convenient dynamic frameworks for contingent planning and they are exten-
sively used in valuing risky oil development projects. However, the academic literature
heavily focuses on the exogenous factors, implicitly assuming that the decision-maker
has no control on the way uncertainty gets created and/or resolved (passive learning).
On the other hand. there are many cases. where it is the decision-Inaker's decision
which determines how the uncertainty is resolved. For example, drilling an oil well
into a certain location gives information about the oil field in a certain way that
changes the initial predictions associated with that field. The way this uncertainty
changes would not be the same, if some other well was drilled. This is concleptually
different than thinking about the oil prices, because the uncertainty related to the
future oil prices depends on the market conditions as well as several other factors
that are beyond the decision-maker's control.
Among the other studies which consider the interactions between the decisions,
the uncertainty and the information that helps the decision-maker to get rid of the
uncertainty (either partially or completely), the implicit assumption has been such
that the associated information gets readily available before the next critical decision.
While this is true for problems where the decisions are made all at once or the
information flow is relatively fast, there may be cases where this assumption doesn't
hold. Consider an oil field, where production wells are getting drilled sequentially.
Surely, there will be some learning throughout the drilling process itself, which can be
used before drilling the next well. Yet. most of the information will be obtained after
well starts to produce oil. While ignoring this information may be a lost opportunity,
assunming that it will be used for helping the next drilling decision oversimplifies the
problem. Starting from the hypothesis that such "unforeseen" information lags lead to
less-than-optimal development strategies. this thesis aims to provide a methodology
for exploring the benefits of following a flexible strategy and responding to a new
information, while d(rawing insights on the significance of the "lag effect".
1.2 Problem Definition
In this thesis, we formulate a learning model for valuation of sequential investment
decisions in developing discovered oil prospects. Also, we propose a computational
methodology to explore the upside of a contingent drilling strategy in a world where
there is an information lag in understanding the reservoir complexity.
As mentioned before. the oil development projects typically involve risky invest-
ment decisions that are made sequentially, from the early exploration stage to the
abandonment of the oil field. The figure below illustrates a generic framework used
in upstream oil projects (Leffier et al. [31]). Each stage has its own set of activities
that involves different risk characteristics, and completion of one stage is a prererequi-
site for starting the next one.
Explore> Appraise Develop Produce
* Lease acquisition * Drilling appraisal wells * System selection * Oil & gas production
* Seismic analysis * Collecting additional * Construction * Different phases:
* Identifying prospects seismic data * Installation - Primary
- Secondary
* Drilling wildcat * Drilling production wells
- Tertiary
Figure 1-1: Different stages of an oil development project
The "Explore" stage begins after getting the rights of the field; i.e. lease acquisi-
tions. Then, a group of professionals including geologists, geophlysicists and engineers
try their best to find evidence for existing hydrocarbon deposits (mainly through
seismic analysis). If an oil prospect is identified, then the next step is to estimate
the size of the prospect. Through appraisal wells and further seismic analysis. the
"Appraise" stage tries to find whether or not the oil prospect is big enough to justify
further capital investment. If the answer is yes, then the "Develop" stage is initiated
in which the project team selects, defines, constructs and installs the infrastructure
required for the production and transportation of the oil. Following the installation
of all the system components, production wells gets drilled and completed before the
actual production begins. Finally, in the "Produce" stage, the oil is extracted from
the reservoir, separated from gas and water, and then exported to the downstream
where it is refined and sold to the end-user. Operational efficiency and safety are
extremely important.
In principle, petroleum exploration and production (E&P) has the same project
framework irrespective of being onshore or offshore. However, the technical challenges
for taking the oil out of ground are quite different, hence their related cost structures.
Offshore oil projects. especially in deepwater. are extremely complex and capital
intensive, therefore they are more risky from an economic point of view. For example,
significance of saving a single production well in deepwater can be measured in the
order of hundred million dollars, while it remains less than a few hundred thousand
dollars if it is an onshore project. As a result, superior system design and learning
can create higher values for offshore projects than it would do for onshore projects.
Thus, we specifically consider offshore projects, although all of the models and the
proposed methodology can be easily applied to onshore projects as well.
Within the offshore type of projects, we focus on the development stage, assuming
that the appraise stage is successfully completed through a set of seismic activities
and preliminary drilling. Main activities are: (a) selection of the right development
system, (b) construction and installation of the infrastructure, and (c) drilling and
completion of the production wells.
Selection of the development system is a complex decision, which depends on
many factors including the water depth, reservoir characteristics, distance from the
markets and capacity requirements. Once the final decision is made, the engineering
design, construction and installation of the system components are typically out-
sourced to the subcontractors and takes about 3-5 years. After the installation of the
system components is completed, production wells get drilled. Figure 1-2 illustrates
an offshore infrastructure with a floating platform which has storage capability.
Figure 1-2: The infrastructure associated with an offshore oil development project
In this thesis, we mainly look over the drilling policy assuming that the development
system is selected, defined, constructed and installed. Recognizing the production
data as a significant source of information in understanding the reservoir complexity,
we formulate a learning model to dynamically incorporate the information flow into
the drilling decisions. It is about where and when to drill a certain production well,
and more importantly, it is about finding when to optimally stop drilling the pro-
duction wells and moving the rigs to another field. We also discuss about possible
extensions of the decision framework into the design stage.
Although the uncertainty associated with the size of the field' is significantly
reduced during the appraise stage, there are a number of factors that still remain
unknown and may have a big impact on the field performance. For example, the
compartmientalization of the oil reservoirs plays a crucial role in determining the
ultimate field recovery, yet there is often a great level of uncertainty by the time
1i.e. total oil-in-place
the development stage begins. Drilling more wells and processing the production
data reveal some information about how the reservoirs might be compartmentalized,
hence improve the initial forecasts and the corresponding reservoir mnodels. However,
this information does not become readilv available before making the next decision.
Incorporating this "information lagg" into the decision framework, this thesis presents
a simple learning mechanism to be used for a better drilling policy, and explores the
impact of various factors such as oil price, cost structure. capacity constraints, project
scale and timing.
1.3 Methodology
In this thesis, we follow a decision analysis approach to help the valuation of risky
investments in oil development projects, investigating the impact of flexibility in the
sequential drilling strategy. Given the dynamic nature of the problem. we formulate
a dynamnic programming model, as a formal representation of a complex decision tree,
that allows us to incorlorporate the drilling decisions and the learning over time. The
decision problem is considered from the perspective of a publicly-traded corporation.
whose primary interest is maximizing its shareholder's value, in expected terms. The
proposed methodology can be analyzed at two levels; (a) the geological model used
to formulate the uncertainty associate(t with the reservoir complexity, and (b) the
learning model used to describe the information flow in unlderstanding the reservoir
structure.
In the geological model, the field is considered as a collection of reservoirs, which
are separated from each other through major fault-lines or some other type of geo-
logical formations. The reservoirs also consist of multiple compartments (i.e. sub-
reservoirs), but with an unknown configuration. To capture the variability, we repre-
sent the reservoirs as networks with a set of nodes, which are defined as the smallest
building blocks of the compartments, and edges, which indicate the potential physical
links between these blocks (an existing link implies that the corresponding nodes are,
together, within a larger compartment). Such a model is different than the others
that treat the reservoirs as single objects, technically depletable from a single well in
a long enough time. The inner complexity, in most cases, play an important role in
determnining the overall recovery factor, as the reservoir coverage for a given number
of wells varies depending on the reservoir configuration. Thus, it affects the economic
value of a drilling strategy, irrespective of being fixed or flexible.
The learning model, on the other hand. describes how the observed information
might be used to update the prior probability distributions, in a systematic way. It
assumes that drilling wells and analyzing the production data tells about the size
of the compartment as well as its configuration within the reservoir. Although the
information flows through nodes and edges (locally). the learning occurs at the global
level since the picture associated with the entire reservoir changes. Together with the
geological model, this learning framework is used for creating a complex decision tree,
to finally solve for valuing the development project and finding the optimal sequential
drilling strategy in a given oil field. Then, the methodology is extended into the design
stage exphloring the ilnpact of capacity choices, and valuing other investments such as
a test opportunity to gain further information before the drilling strategy is finalized.
1.4 Objectives
In this thesis, our main objective is to develop a learning model to characterize
the value of flexibility in following a dynamic drilling strategy, particularly in oil
development projects. By appropriately incorporating the new information into the
drilling decisions, we believe that it may be possible to cut over-drilling and increase
the overall value of the project. Two important questions to be answered here are:
."when?" and "-how?".
Also, starting with the hypothesis that the "information lag" umay significantly re-
duce the economic value added by learning and flexible thinking, we aimi to describe its
relative impact on the outcome, with an interpretation in the context of a real-world
proj ect.
1.5 Thesis Outline
The thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, we provide a brief literature review on the frameworks used for
valuing risky projects, and an overview of the models used in the oil and gas industry,
specifically as they relate to upstream projects in exploration and production.
In Chapter 3, we present the specific models used in this thesis, namely, the phys-
ical model used to formulate the hierarchical layout of the geological structures, the
reservoir model used to describe the oil production performance, and the probabilistic
learning model used to integrate the information and the subjective probability values.
In Chapter 4 we introd(uce the dynamic programming formulation as a formal,
mathematical representation of the complex decision tree, to be used in finding the
optimal drilling strategy in a given oil field, and in calculating its present value in
expected terms. The formulation accounts for information lag time, assuming that
the lag is constant across the field.
In Chapter 5, we analyze a set of case studies where fixed and flexible drilling
strategies are compared under different settings. Providing a sensitivity analysis
on the reference problem, we discuss the factors that may affect the optimal drilling
strategy, and the value of flexibility. We also illustrate how to extend our methodology
into the design stage.
Finally. in Chapter 6, we give an interpretation on our findings, and discuss how
our methodology would be helpful in a real-world project. We also provide an overview
of the possible future directions and extensions of our approach.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
This chapter is organized in two sections. In Section 2.1, we describe two main
frameworks used for valuing risky projects, namely. decision analysis and real options.
Then, in Section 2.2, we overview the models applied in the oil and gas industry.
2.1 Valuing Risky Projects
Companies are mainly responsible for maximizing their shareholders' value by making
the right investment decisions that are aligned with their overall business strategies.
As widely accepted in the academic literature, making the right investment decisions
in the face of uncertainty requires more than traditional discounted cash flow analv-
sis that is based on averages, mainly because of the system nonlinearities. In other
words, in a highly uncertain world where the upside gains (to not always balance the
downside losses, valuing the strategies based on single estimates often leads to subop-
timnal results, as explained by Savage [43]. More importantly, it does not capture the
management's flexibility to respond to uncertain events, which can be a great source
of value for the projects considered (see Copeland [12]). In the literature, there are
two main approaches used to address this problem: (a) ds:cisio'n analrysijs, anid (b) ral
options (arnalysis. Conceptually, they are quite similar because they are both intended
to capture the mechanics of flexibility to help managers select investments under
uncertainty. However, they are fundamentally different in the way they handle risk.
2.1.1 Decision Analysis
Decision analysis is "a philosophy, articulated by a set of logical axioms, and a method-
ology and collection of systematic procedures, based upon these axioms, for responsibly
analyzing the complexities inherent in decision problems", as Keeney [25] defines. In
the normative perspective, it is seen as an iterative process which provides guidance
to frame complex decision problems, to think about the objectives, alternatives and
the consequences in a systematic way, and (ultimately) to make the right decisions,
often in an uncertain environment. Having its roots in statistical decision theory, the
field was first developed in the mid-1960s and named by Professor Ronald Howard,
as referenced by Raiffa [42] (see also Howard [22]).
In parallel to the developments in theory, decision analysis has been extensively
used in business and government decision making, where its applications including but
not limited to marketing a new product, negotiating for oil and gas leases, analyzing
the evaluation of risk in nuclear waste management, managing R&D programs and
budget planning for product engineering (see Clemen [10], Howard [23], Keeney [25],
Koller [27] for an overview of theory and practice, and also French [19] for a collection
of further readings and case studies).
In decision analysis, one of the most commonly used tools is decision tree, which
has a simple graphical structure with decision and chance nodes. Figure below illus-
trates a simple tree created for a research and development decision:
$43M
$21M
$3M
Figure 2-1: An example of a simple decision tree for an R&D problem (Clemen [10])
Conventionally, decision nodes are represented as squares, where the branches
refer to the choices available to the decision-maker. On the other hand, chance nodes
are represented as circles, where the branches refer to the possible outcomes of a
chance event. Subjective probability values, which are assigned to each of these
outcomes, are used to capture the decision maker's beliefs about uncertainty. A risk-
adjusted discount rate (or a utility function) is used to reflect the risk preferences
of the decision-maker. Then, with the financial values (or utilities) attached to the
end branches, the maximum expected value and the optimal decision rule is simply
determined by rolling back the tree (see, for example, Clemen [10] for the details on
the procedure).
The expected value is certainly one of the most commonly used criteria, in decision
making under uncertainty. The decision-maker selects the alternative with the best
payoff. Among the others, there are the expected regret criterion, where the decision-
maker minimizes the expected "lost opportunity", the maximin criterion, where the
decision-maker maximizes the minimum observable gain, and the minimax criterion,
where the decision-maker chooses the alternative which minimizes the maximum pos-
sible loss (see Lawrence and Pasternack [30] for a discussion on this topic).
In terms of the other concepts used in decision analysis, as for decision making un-
der uncertainty, the expected value of perfect information is the value gain in expected
return, resulting from the perfect knowledge (i.e. hypothetically, all uncertainty is
resolved immediately). In a way, it gives a practical upper-bound on the amount, one
should be willing to pay for getting some additional information, i.e. expected value
of sample information.
As the decision-making framework is concerned, there are several other tools
that may substitute (or sometimes complement) decision tree analysis. For example,
influence diagrams' provide simple graphical representations of decision situations.
As Clemen [10] puts forward, they do not get as "messy" as the decision trees do, but
they often miss the important details for complex decision problems.
'Also referred as "contributing factor diagram". e.g. see Koller [28].
2.1.2 Real Options Analysis
Real options theory, as an attempt to apply financial options pricing tools for valuing
;real" investment opportunities, primarily focuses on using the market information
rather than relying on the subjective probability assessments. As Schwartz and Tri-
georgis [45] puts forward, real options analysis is "a special, economically-adjusted
version of d(ecision tree analysis that recognizes market opportunities to trade and
borrow". With no-arbitrage principle, the underlying hypothesis for the classical real
options theory can be stated as follows:
If there exits a twin security traded in the market place, which exactly
replicates the project cash flows in all states of the nature, then the value
of the project rnust be equal to the price of that twin secu'rity, otherwise:
the're would be an arbitrage opportunity.
Quantitative foundations of real options are rooted in financial options pricing
theory. In the context of finance, an option is a contract giving the right to buy (call
option) or sell (put option) a publicly traded asset, subject to certain conditions,
within a specified period of time, as Black [3] defines. This right with "no obligation"
has a certain value at the time when the options contract is written. A theoretically
consistent framework for finding this value was not available until the early 1970s. In
1973. Black-Scholes formula [3] offered a closed-form solution to calculate the value
of European options2 on a non-dividend paying stock. Six years later, Cox, Ross
and Rubinstein [13] proposed a binomial lattice approach to numerically solve the
option valuation problems in discrete time. In 1977. Boyle [6] introduced Monte-Carlo
simulation models as an alternative numerical approach for valuing complex options.
Since then. hundreds of publications used similar techniques to value options contracts
under various settings, sharing two common goals: (a) to calctulate the value of such
contracts, and (b) to find the optimal exercise rule for the given option.
"European option allows exercise only on the expiration date.
Table 2.1: Classification of Individual Real Options [12]
Scale Early entrants can scale up later through cost-effective sequential invest-
Up ments as market grows
Invest/ Switch Speedy commitment to first generation of product or technology gives
Grow Up company preferential position to switch to next generation
Scope Investments in proprietary assets in one industry enables company to
Up enter another industry cost effectively
Defer/ Study/ Delay investment until more information or skill is acquired
Learn Start
Scale Shrink or shut down a project part way through if new information
Down changes the expected payoffs
Disinvest/ Switch Switch to more cost-effective and flexible assets as new information is
Shrink Down obtained
Scope Limit the scope of (or abandon) operations when there is no fulrther
Down potential in a business opportunity
Starting from the late 1970s, peop)le started thinking of the real investment op-
portunities as "'the right but not the obligation" to take certain actions in the future,
analogous to the financial options. The term "real options' was coined by Stewart
Clay Myers [37] in 1977, building on his initial idea of thinking many corporate assets,
p)articularly growth opp)ortunities, as call options (see Schwartz and Trigeorgis [45],
andt also Dixit and Pindyck [17] for a comrprehensive overview of the related theory and
the applications). In broader terms. these real investment opportunities are classified
into three main groups: growth options, deferral/learning options, and abandonment
options, as referenced by Copeland [12] (see Table 2.1 above).
Individually analyzed, different types of real options become relevant in different
types of projects, in different industries. For example. growth options may be valu-
able in infrastructure-based or strategic industries, especially in high-tech, R&D. or
industries with multiple produlct generations such as computers and pharmaceuticals
(see Kester [26] and Pindyck [40]). On the other hand, deferral options can be more
relevant to the industries like natural resource extraction where holding the lease until
more information becomes available may reduce the market risk as well as the tech-
nical risk, arnd add significant value to the development projects (Paddock et al. [39]).
However, most of the real-life projects often involve a combination of a number of
real options; i.e. conmpound options. In this case, the value of the combined option is
different (generally less) than the sum of the separate option values due to the nature
of option interactions, as Trigeorgis [50] explains (see also Trigeorgis [51] for a brief
review of real option types and their applications).
Looking from a different angle, de Neufville and Wang [52] differentiates the real
options "on" projects than the real options "in" projects: the former treats the tech-
nology itself as black box while the latter carries the problem to a higher level and
changes the actual system design. Similarly, Leslie and Michaels [32] points out the
main differences between reactive and proactive flexibilities, and discusses the strate-
gic value of real options at the design stage.
Integrated Approach
The main criticism faced by the decision analysis approach is that it does not ap-
propriately account for the risk of the asset since it uses the subjective probability
assessments, and ignores the market information (see. for examnple. Copeland [12]).
The argument is that such an approach often leads to arbitrage opportunities. hence it
is not acceptable. Similarly. Smith [46] studies the potential errors induced by failing
to account market conditions. i.e. borrowing and lending opportunities.
On the other hand. the real options analysis has been criticized for its strong
assumptions on the existence of the twin security when the projects have "private"
risks that cannot be replicated. Arguing that real options analysis should be used
only when the traded assets p)rovide a reliable proxy for project cash flows, Borison [4]
suggests that an "integrated" approach, which combines real options anmd decision
analysis, should be used in valuing the projects with both public and private risks
(see Copeland [11] and Borison [5] for a series of responses. and also Kretzschnmar [29]
for a third-party critique on the article). The integrated approach, as first described
by Smith and Nau [49], uses a rollback procedure with risk-neutral probabilities for
public/market risks, and subjective probabilities for private/corporate risks. Smith
and _McCardle [47] uses a similar approach to evaluate oil properties with significant
uncertainty in oil price (public risk) and oil production rate (private risk). Brandlio
and Dyer [7], de Neufville and Neely [24]. and Luenberger [33] propose similar imethod-
ologies for valuing risky investment opportunities.
2.2 Investments in the Upstream Oil Industry
Both decision analysis and op)tions pricing techniques have been widely usedt to value
risky investment decisions in the oil and gas business. especially in the upstream seg-
ment because of its highly uncertain and capital intensive environment. Applications
range from the valuation of the oil leases, to the timing of the field abandonment
decisions.
Given the high volatility of energy prices, one focus has been on incorporating
the price uncertainty into the major investment decisions. Brennan and Schwartz [9]
evaluates natural resource investments with operational flexibilities such as temporary
shutdown and abandonment, assuming that replicating self-financing portfolios (twin
securities) may be formed by trading the future contracts in the output commodity.
Paddock et al. [39] models undeveloped petroleum reserves as American call options
on a dividend paying stock, where the variance of the rate of change of crude oil
prices is used as a proxy for that of developed reserve prices. Ekern [18] values the
flexibility of development and operational options for satellite fields3 . assuming that
the oil price is the main source of uncertainty.
One of the main concerns of incorporating the price uncertainty into the valuation
model is the choice of the underlying stochastic process. Like Black-Scholes financial
options model, most of the real options literature assumes that oil price follows a
random walk, specifically gromr trwic Brownmiarn, motion, which implies that the future
prices have lognormal distribution with a variance that grows linearly in time. Despite
:3A satellite field is defined as a separate accumulation of oil which is tied back to the existing
processing facility.
its frequent use in the literature, it has been criticized for not being consistent with
long-term econometric tests or microeconomic theory, or simply with the beliefs of the
managers (see Smith [48] and Dias [16]). Based on idea that oil prices tend to be driven
back towards a long-run average. different versions of muIan-rv?~rtTic g mnodels have
been proposed (see Schwartz [44] and Pindyck [41] for a discussion on the dynamics
of the commodity prices and its implications).
As the exploration and the appraise phases are concerned, there is often a great
level of geological and technical uncertainty that may affect the project outcome.
Using a decision analysis approach. Smith [46] analyzes a uwildcatte'r problem, where
the ainount of oil is unknown (soaring/wet/dry) and the decision-imaker chooses
aminong "drill now", "-test" or "decline" strategies. Investing in seismic survey gives
information about reservoir and reduces the geological risk, but it also costs money
(both directly and indirectly). On the other hand. Dias [16] presents a real options
approach for the intermediate phase of appraisal investment for an oil field that is
discovered, but its reserve quality and reserve size is unknown. Assuming that the oil
price follows a geometric Brownian motion, the proposed mnodel combines the tech-
nical and the market uncertainties into a single variable and it finds a normalized
threshold curve for the optimal exercise rule of '-wait and see" options in different in-
vestment alternatives (e.g. long-term production tests. drilling a new appraisal well.
etc.). Integrating decision analysis and real options Inethod, Brandlio et al. [8] pro-
pose using binoimial decision trees to value risky projects, with an illustrative exampile
in oil and gas exploration. In the example. an oil production project, with options to
buy-out and divest, is evaluated including both public (market) and private (techni-
cal) uncertainties in the analysis. As a different approach, Smith [2] develops a binary
learning model to explore geologically dependent prostpects and determine the opti-
mal (drilling strategy. In the model, (drilling into one )prospect gives informationi about
the other prospects. and this information is used before deciding on where to drill the
next well. The implicit assumption is that this information becomes available before
making the next decision.
When there is too much uncertainty, sometimes it may be better to follow a staged
development. Starting with a smaller plant, holding the flexibility to expand if the
future conditions become favorable, may create value under certain circumstances.
Lund [34] discusses the value of such flexibilities for the offshore oil projects when
there is a significant level of market and reservoir uncertainty. Similarly. Dias [16]
provides a methodology to analyze the option to expand the production using optional
wells. It is important to note that the flexibility required for such growth/expansion
options is often costly. and should be built in the initial design stage. On the other
hand, abalndonment options may help) reducing the downside risk, hence increase the
expected value of the project (see, for example. Brennan and Schwartz [9], Smith and
McCardle [47], and NMyers et al. [38]). Like growth/expansion options, abandonment
options also incur certain costs, and require proactive planning to some degree.
Chapter 3
Modeling a Major Oil Field
Development
Typically, a large-scale oil development program includes several projects, which are
managed either in series or in parallel, or in a combination of both. In this thesis, we
consider stand-alone development p)rojects of discovered oil fields, where we assume
that the appraise stage for each project has been successfully completed through a set
of seismic activities and preliminary drilling. Each oil field contains multiple reser-
voirs, which are separated from each other through major fault-lines or some other
types of geological formations. The reservoirs also consist of multiple compartments,
but with an unknown configuration that may strongly affect the field recovery factors
for a given number of wells drilled. Recognizing the production data as a signifi-
cant source of information in understanding the reservoir complexity, we formulate
a learning model to dynamically utilize the information flow for revising the optimal
drilling policy.
Following sections describe the models used in this thesis. In Section 3.1, we
portray the geological model as a collection of networks and outlines some critical
assumptions. After that, in Section 3.2, we describe the reservoir model required for
getting the oil production profiles. and also point out some important factors from
an economic perspective. Finally, in Section 3.3, we present the probabilistic model
and the learning mnechanism within a dynamic setting.
3.1 Network Representation of an Oil Field
As mentioned before, an oil development program is defined as a collection of several
mutually exclusive projects in the same general area. Each project is attached to a
single oil field, which is denoted as Fi for i E {1, ... , N}. Typically, the oil fields
consist of multiple reservoirs, where Rij stands for the jth reservoir in field .Ti for
j E {1,...,M,}. Figure 3-1 illustrates a collection of offshore fields, located in Gulf
of Mexico.
Gulf of Mexico
Oil field
Figure 3-1: A graphical illustration of oil fields with contour maps
The borders of the reservoirs are drawn based on the interpretation of the initial
geological analysis; namely, through some seismic activities and preliminary drilling.
We assume that the main geological properties such as the location, size and the
boundary of each reservoir are clearly defined before project development starts. Yet,
there may be a great level of uncertainty regarding how the reservoirs are fragmented
inside; i.e. the geological complexity. It is quite possible that there are some unknown
minor cracks or other geological factors that may influence the connectivity of different
parts in the reservoir. This implies a significant capital risk since the optimal number
of wells to be drilled remains a major unknown.
We define a network associated with each reservoir Rij as a set of nodes repre-
senting the smallest discrete element that constitutes a reservoir compartment, and
a set of edges representing the potential physical links between those centers. We use
the notation Gij = (N, ),ij to denote this network. Graphically, it can be shown as
follows:
Reservoir I
(eservoir z
Reservoir 3
N
Figure 3-2: A reservoir represented as an undirected graph 9ij where .Jjj = {1, 2, 3, 4} and
ij {(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 4), (3, 4)}
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Figure 3-3: An example for possible reservoir configurations
Existence of a link between two nodes may imply that the nodes form up a larger
reservoir compartment that is reachable by a single well. It is assumed that the initial
geological analysis led to (a) the set of all possible reservoir configurations, and (b)
their corresponding probability values. For simplicity, it is also assumed that at most
two nodes can be connected to each other.
Figure 3-3 provides a range of possible configurations for the 4-node reservoir pre-
sented on the previous page. A bold connection implies that there exists an actual
link between the corresponding nodes, so that they are in the same compartment
as described above. In the figure, the configurations are classified based on their
complexity levels'. The higher the number of links, the lower the number of com-
partments (i.e. lower complexity). On the other hand, the lower the number of links,
the higher the number of compartments (i.e. higher complexity).
3.2 Reservoir Performance
The production level of an oil reservoir is often determined by a unique combina-
tion of its geometrical form, rock properties, fluid characteristics and primary drive
1The term "complexity" here is used to describe the level of fragmentation in the reservoir,
i.e. the higher complexity means that the reservoir is more fragmented.
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mechanism. There are many different models used in academic literature and indus-
trial practice, which vary extensively in terms of their complexity 2.
The most commonly used models are the production decline curves, which assume
that the production rate declines in some pre-specified way over time, often exponen-
tially (see Lyons and Plisga [35]). In a stochastic version of this model, it is assumed
that the oil production follows a geometric Brownian process where the expected pro-
duction decays exponentially, as defined in Smith and MeCardle [48]. On the other
hand. the zero-dimensional (tank-type) models are also getting more prevalent in the
literature (see, for example, McFarland et al. [36]). In these models, the reservoir
is treated as a single tank with uniform characteristics; i.e. no spatial variation in
reservoir pressure, temperature, porosity, permeability, etc. Despite being more so-
phisticated and descriptive, in the sense that it requires data on several parameters
about water, gas and oil interactions, zero-dimensional models have not yet gained
the stature of decline curves as predictive tools.
For the purpose of the thesis, we keep the reservoir model simple. In a world where
there is no "one size fits all" solution, we believe that a slightly modified version of
the decline curve model will do most of the work as a reasonable proxy for all oil wells
and drive mechanisms.
3.2.1 Linear Reservoir Model
In defining the reservoir performance, we assume a linear relationship between well
delivery rate3 and cumulative oil production4 as shown in Figure 3-4 (see Gallant et
al. [20], and also Goel and Grossmann [21]). This assumption implies that the well
delivery rate is proportional to the difference between reservoir and surface pressures,
and the reservoir pressure drops linearly with the total amount of oil produced.
2See Ahmed and McKinney [1], and also Craft et al. [14] for more on this subject.
3Well delivery rate is defined as the maximum production rate that an oil well can support
(presented in thousand barrels of oil per day, i.e. mbopd). In an unconstrained environment, it is
equal to the actual production rate.
4Cumulative oil production is defined as the total amount of oil recovered from an oil compart-
ment, at a given time (presented in million barrels of oil, i.e. mmbo).
We apply the model to each oil compartment separately. For each reservoir com-
partment, we may drill either one or two production wells based on the assumption
that a compartment can contain no more than two nodes. We start with the analysis
of those two cases (i.e. one drilling or two drilling per compartment).
CASE I - A single well drilled into a given oil compartment
We may have this situation for both small (1-node) and big (2-node) oil compart-
ment. Although their scale differs, their overall production behavior follows the same
pattern so that we analyze both types under the same section. The following figure
represents the linear relationship between the well delivery rate, d(t), and the cumu-
lative production, Q(t):
0
Q
0 5 10 15 20
Cumulative Oil Production (mmbo)
Figure 3-4: Linear reservoir model for small and big oil compartments
The vertical intercept is the initial delivery rate of the well, do , and is determined
by the reservoir characteristics such as initial reservoir pressure, oil viscosity, perme-
ability, etc. We suppose that there is no spatial variation in these characteristics so
that all the wells would have same initial delivery rate d o, irrespective of the location
of the oil compartment in the reservoir. We also assume that the size of the conm-
partment does not play an important role in determining the value of initial delivery
rate, i.e. we assume that both 1-node and 2-node compartments start with the same
initial rate. The horizontal intercept. on the other hand. is the exp)ected recoverable
volume of the oil comtpartment, which is p)roportional to the number of nodes that
the oil compartment contains. It is denoted as V. Mathematically, the well delivery
rate, d(t). is given by
d(t) = do x 1 Q(t (3.1)
where Q(t) stands for the cumulative oil production from the corresponding oil com-
partment (i.e. Q(t) = jf q(T)dr). The well production rate, q(t), is calculated as the
minimum of the well delivery rate, d(t) and the dynamic capacity allocated to that
particular well, :(t):
q(t) = rin {d(t)K, (t)} (3.2)
In an unconstrained environment, where the actual well production rate is equal to
the well delivery rate; i.e. q(t) = d(t), the equations (3.1) and (3.2) can be combined
into a single first-order linear differential equation as
q(t) = Q (t)= do x (1  (t) (3.3)
Solving equation (3.3) with the appropriate boundary conditions leads to a production
rate with an exponential decay. That is,
q(t) = do - e-•t where p = V (3.4)
Equation (3.4) implies that "linear reservoir model" converges to traditional "ex-
ponential decline curve" when there is no active constraint on the system. Unfortu-
nately, this is not usually the case. The well production rates are often capped due
to either economical, technical or operational reasons. In this thesis, we consider the
capacity problem at the highest (field) level. Specifically, we assume that the total
production capacity of the field Ti . which is denoted as CT-, is determined based on
the capacity of the associated oil platform. Then, the capacity allocation decisions
are made based on the order of drilling; i.e. the first well gets the highest priority,
second well gets the second highest, and so on.
0O-
O©i©=
Time (year)
Figure 3-5: Oil production profile with exponential decay in the time domain, which assumes
no capacity constraint on the system
The figure above shows the difference in the production profiles of small and big
oil compartments, given that only a single well is drilled. The decline rate of the
small oil compartment is twice of that of the big oil compartment given that there is
no active capacity constraint.
When there exists a binding constraint on the production rate, i.e. d(t) > r(t),
Equations (3.3) and (3.4) does not hold because the production rate is capped at the
well capacity until the well delivery rate drops below the capacity level. Figure 3-6,
on the next page, illustrates the impact of the capacity constraint on the production
profile. As the capacity level decreases, the plateau level lasts longer and production
decline gets postponed further to the future'.
'Note that the well capacity level is assumed flat because it is equal to the platform capacity
when there is only a single well drilled.
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Figure 3-6: Oil production profile under different capacity constraints
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CASE II - Two wells drilled into the same oil compartment
So far, we have explored the production performance when we drill only one well in
a given oil compartment. However, it is possible that we drill a second well into the
same compartment in case it is a big one (i.e. 2-node compartment) 6. At first, it
seems that drilling a second well into an oil compartment, which we can technically
deplete by a single well, is not p)referable because it is very costly and it does not
increase the total amount of recoverable oil. Yet, it speeds up the production, and
increases the present value of the revenue stream. Thus, it requires a careful analysis
before determining which option dominates (i.e. drilling one or two wells), even in
this simple deterministic case.
First, we will describe the extension of the reservoir model, which deals with this
particular situation where a second well is drilled into a big (2-node) oil compartment.
The figure below demonstrates the productivity behavior of an oil compartment, when
the second well is drilled after the first well depleted one fourth of the original reserve:
20
4P15
10
0 5 10 15 20
Cumulative Oil Production (mmnbo)
Figure 3-7: Linear reservoir model for a 2-node oil compartment, where the second well is
drilled after the first well depleted 25% of the reserve
6Note that drilling two wells is not possible for a small (1-node) compartment, because a "node"
is considered as a drilling center that can be drilled only once (by construction).
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The behavior of the first well is the same as in Case I until the second one is
drilled. After the drilling of the second well, the overall productivity gets doubled7 ;
i.e. total delivery rate of the oil compartment is 100% higher for a given cumulative
production rate. However, in absolute terms, the significance of this productivity
increase depends on when the second well is drilled as well as the capacity level.
2 4 6 8 10
Time (year)
(a) 2 years, unconstrained
2 4 6
Time (year)
(c) 2 years, constrained
Time (year)
(b) 5 years, unconstrained
Time (year)
(d) 5 years, constrained
Figure 3-8: Production profiles for different time lags between consecutive drillings
7It is assumed that the drilling nodes are symmetric in a sense that they follow the exact same
production profile thereafter.
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Time lag between two drills for the same compartment can be a part of a strategic
decision, but it is also affected by the resources available and the technology (e.g.
number of drilling rigs, drilling and completion time, etc.). Moreover, introduction
of the uncertainty may also have a significant impact because it would be possible to
unexpectedly drill the second well into an existing compartment, while searching for
a new one.
Figure 3-8 shows the oil production profiles for a single 2-node oil compartment,
for two different time lags between consecutive drills, i.e. 2 years and 5 years. As
can be seen from the graphs, the absolute productivity gain is much higher when the
lag time is less, especially for the cases where there is no binding capacity constraint
on the system. Capacity constraint, in general, reduces the significance of the the
productivity gains; hence favors the single-well development assuming everything else
is constant.
3.2.2 Deterministic Analysis for a Mid-Size Reservoir
Although the reservoir model is applied for each reservoir compartment separately,
the overall analysis is done at a higher level for the entire field because they share the
resources such as drilling rig and platform capacity. A 5-node reservoir with three
compartments is analyzed to draw insights in terms of the critical factors affecting
the optimal drilling policy in a deterministic setting.
Figure 3-9: A mid-size reservoir with three compartments
For simplicity, all nodes are assumed to cover equal volumes. therefore, the big
compartments are twice as large as the small one (Vs,,a1 = 10 nmmbo and Vbig = 20
nunbo). We again suppose that there is no spatial variation in reservoir characteristics
such as initial reservoir pressure, oil viscosity and permeability. hence, the initial well
delivery rate is constant across the reservoir (d = 15 mbopd). As far as the drilling
strategy is concerned. there are only a few good candidates:
(A) Drill all of the wells. Start by drilling the first wells into the compartments, big ones first. Once
all the compartments are drilled, start drilling the second wells for the big ones (e.g. 1-2-3-4-5).
(B) Drill all of the wells. Start with the big compartments. Move to the next after completing both
wells (e.g. 1-4-2-5-3).
(C) Drill only one well for each oil compartment. In this case, start with the big compartments because
they provide higher production rates (e.g. 1-2-3).
(D) Drill only the big compartments (e.g. 1-2).
(E) Do not drill.
Figure 3-9 plots the oil production profiles under the drilling strategies A, B, C and
D for high and low capacity levels. On the left, the platform capacities are equal to
30 mbopd, and on the right, they are 20 mbopd. Three key observations are:
1. When the production capacity is high enough, strategy A leads to a steeper
ramp-up than strategy B in terms of the production. The reason is that drilling
into a new compartment provides a higher delivery rate than into a compartment
of the same size that is partially depleted.
2. Drilling the second wells into the big compartments has less impact on the
production performance in a low capacity environment because the benefits are
postponed to the future (compare strategy C to strategies A and B).
3. Not covering the entire reservoir means less total oil recovery. It significantly
reduces the overall performanc(e (compare strategy D to the other strategies A.
B and C).
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Figure 3-10: Production profile of a mid-size reservoir under various development strategies
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These observations do not reveal the optimal drilling policy without the informa-
tion on the cost structure. However, it provides a certain direction in understanding
the important factors such as production capacity and reservoir coverage'. The fig-
ure below compares the present value of the revenue streams generated by the oil
production under different strategies. Drilling more wells generates higher revenues,
but it is not attractive unless it exceeds incremental drilling costs, which is around
100-150 million USD per well in deepwater. From that perspective, strategy D is
out of the league because the opportunity cost given up by not covering the entire
reservoir is well above the corresponding drilling costs. On the other hand, strategy
A and strategy B provides almost equal returns in both high and low capacity envi-
ronments (although observation No. 1 suggests that strategy A might be better off
in a high capacity scenario for a larger reservoir). As a result, the critical question to
be answered here is: "Should we drill all of the wells, or is it possible to benefit from
,not drilling the second wells into the same compartment?". Of course, it should be
remembered that not developing the field is a valid option, and should be exercised
if none of these strategies are attractive; i.e. has positive net present value.
Present Value of the Revelite Streai Present Value of the Revenue Stream
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Figure 3-11: Present value of the revenue streams at different capacity levels (assumrned
$70/barrel oil price, $5/barrel operating cost, 40% tax rate and 10() discount rate)
8 i.e. Percentage of the nodes covered after drilling a certain number of wells. For example, the
reservoir coverage is 100% for strategies A, B and C, while it remains at 80% for strategy D. And
of course, it is 0% for strategy E.
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A tighter capacity constraint destroys some value irrespective of the drilling policy,
but its impact is much more significant for strategies A or B, than for strategy C.
As can be seen from Figure 3-11, the revenue gains of drilling two extra wells in
strategies A or B are app))roxirrately 60 and 30 million USD for high and low capacity
environments, respectively. Assuming that drilling and completion of those two extra
wells cost around 200 million USD in discounted terms, strategy C is optimal for
either case. However, it is important to note that this result is valid only for certain
input values (i.e. $70/barrel oil price, $5/barrel operating cost. 40% tax rate and 10%(
discount rate) and different set of inputs may lead to different conclusions. Although
finding the optimal drilling policy requires a, complete analysis, the following points
may help understand the fundamental relationships between various components:
1. Lower capacity environment favors strategy C over strategy A and B because
drilling extra wells to speed up the process will simply not pay back.
2. Higher oil prices favor strategy A and B because it scales up the revenue, while
the drilling costs remain the same9 . Lower operational costs, or lower tax rates
would have the same effect.
3. The impact of the discount rate is not trivial. Higher discount rates penalize
the future cash flows more, so in an unconstrained( environment, it encourages
the activities to speed up the production process (favors strategy A and B).
However, in a capacity-constrained environment, the benefits of drilling extra
wells are postponed to future relative to the costs of achieving it (so strategy C
is better off).
9 However, with $100LM/well drilling costs, it would require an oil price of $200/barrel until
strategy A (or B) reaches a breakeven with strategy C (keeping everything else constant).
3.3 Probabilistic Learning Model
Section 3.1 describes the geological structure in a certain hierarchy; i.e. field, reser-
voirs. oil compartments, nodes and edges. The assumptions are summarized below:
1. The physical borders of the reservoirs are clearly drawn based on the initial
geological analysis; namely, seismic activities and preliminary drilling.
2. The main geological properties such as location and size of the reservoir are
known with a great level of confidence.
3. The major source of uncertainty is the geological complexity of the reservoirs;
i.e. how the reservoirs are fragmented.
4. The reservoirs are considered as a collection of isolated "oil compartments",
which are configured either as single nodes, or as two-node pairs connected to
each other (See Figure 3-3 on page 30).
Although the reservoir volumes are assumed to be known with certainty, the total
amount of recoverable oil is still uncertain since the geological complexity (e.g. un-
foreseen minor fault-lines) may reduce the field coverage for a given number of wells
drilled. The geological complexity associated with each reservoir Rij is represented
as an unknown configuration of the oil compartments, which is probabilistically de-
fined on the graph ij =- (A•, E)ij. Mathematically, the vector Xij denotes the true
reservoir configuration of Rij:
XiJ= (X, I E SE j}
where X, is the binary random variable associated with edge e in the graphm"
S= if there exists a link between the nodes
0 if there is no link between the nodes
'"Note that these binary random variables cannot take arbitrary values due to some external
constraints on the physical model (i.e. at most two nodes can be linked to each other).
For each reservoir Rip, the probability distribution associated with the reservoir con-
figurations is defined as
pi,, = Pr (Xj = xij) (3.5)
where xij is a possible value of Xij. Note that the sunnmmation of the marginal prob-
ability distributions over the entire probability space should be equal to 1. That
is.
E7 p:rij 1 (3.6)
The figure below re-illustrates the possible configurations for the 4-node reservoir
presented on page 29, with their probability values this time. Note that the ratio of
the number of oil compartments to the number of nodes is defined as the Complexity
Index of the reservoir, which is denoted by )ij. Mathematically, it can be calculated
as
()ij = - Xe (3.7)
eESij
where jAJiV is the cardinality of the set of nodes in reservoir Rij.
iy = 0.5 (•ij = 0.75 -ij = 1.0
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Figure 3-12: Possible configurations with their probability values (classified based on their
complexity indexes)
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As time evolves, there is some level of learning on the reservoir configuration, based
on the information gained by previous drilling activities and the oil production data.
In general, once a node is drilled, we gain some additional information. We consider
three possible cases:
1. Node is drilled into a small compartment. It is isolated from the other nodes.
2. Node is drilled into a big oil compartment, that is,
a. Connected to one of the existing wells.
b. Not connected to any of the existing wells
According to the learning mechanism described above, the information does not
only tell about the associated node, but it also helps us update the set of possible
reservoir configurations. For example. imagine that #1 is drilled as a first well
into the reservoir presented on page 29 and assume that Case-2a is observed. This
eliminates all the configurations in which #1 is not connected to any other nodes
(3 out of 8). It is important to note that the information is not gained immediately
after the well gets completed. As mentioned before, it takes a certain amount of time
before running some tests on the production data and get enough confidence on which
case is observed. Most of the time. waiting for the information is not a good option
since it is too expensive to put the drilling rig on the shelf. In this case, the drilling rig
should be kept running all times. The information gets available not before making
the next decision, but before making the decision after, or more.
Information lag time (A) is defined as the time from the completion of the well
until the point where the information is received. For the purpose of the thesis, it is
assumed to be constant across the field and it is presented as a multiple of the drilling
time. For example, if the drilling time is 6 months and the information lag time is
12 months. then A is equal to two periods. In other words, it requires two more wells
until the information becomes available.
Chapter 4
Valuation Framework
In the previous chapter, we described the physical model used for an oil field devel-
opment problem, and also defined the probabilistic learning mechanism which maps
the observed information to the contingent drilling decisions. In this chapter, we
provide the mathematical formulation for valuing such a dynamic drilling strategy,
incorporating the potential time lags before getting the actual information.
Focusing on the reservoir uncertainty as the primary source of risk. we use a
decision analysis a)Ipproach to solve for the optimal decision rules. We provide a
dynamic programmning formulation in order to represent the decision tree problem in
the mnathematical domain.
In Section 4.1, we describe the state representation of the system, which reflects
available information about the reservoirs at a certain time. Then, in Section 4.2, we
define the decision space associated with each state, i.e. possible set of actions that
can be taken at a given point in time. After that. in Section 4.3, we calculate the
transition probabilities between two states, as a function of the decision taken. In
Section 4.4, we provide an algorithm to solve for the optimal drilling strategy, which
is equivalent to rolling back the decision tree. We also provide a simple decision tree
(partial) as a graphical illustration. Finally. in Section 4.5, we present the simple
economic model used in the thesis in order to assign values to each end-state (which
is necessary to start running the value iteration algorithm).
4.1 State Representation of the System
For a given field J, . the state vector ss holds the information related to all of the
nodes and edges in that field. Mathematically, it can be represented as
s •,,,, i jV1 . Si. E = 1... M, }
where s0 and s( are the state variables associated with node n and edge e, respectively.
We (tefine three states of nature for each node n;
-1 if unobserved
s, - 0 if observed that it is not connected
1 if observed that it is connected
Similarly, we define three states of nature for each edge e;
-1 if unobserved
,k = 0 if observed that it does not exist
1 if observed that it exists
It can be easily seen that the state variables sk and sk are not fully independent
of each other. For example, if we observe that a link actually exists; i.e. s =k 1. then
the corresponding nodes should be observed that they are connected; i.e. s = 1. On
the other hand, it does not necessarily work the other way around; i.e. knowing that
two nodes have been drilled and connected docs 'not always guarantee that there is
a link in between. We need to include both types of variables to fully represent the
state of the system in a certain period.
4.2 Decision Variables
As discussed before, the decision framework in our model consists of two parts: (a)
the up front design focusing on the platform capacity, and (b) the dynanic policy
specijfying the well drilling seqlencr e. For now, we focus on the latter, solving for the
optimal drilling strategy for a given platform capacity Cy,.
Let u. denote the decision vector associated with the drilling choices in each
period k. Mathemnatically, it is shown as
,; = {,k iG Vj= 1...,Mi,
wherea k is the binary decision variable associated with node 'nr. It is equal to 1 if node
n is getting drilled in period k, and 0 otherwise. However, these 1-0 values associa.ted
with U k s cannot be arbitrarily assigned. They should satisfy certain conditions based
on the current state of the system. For example, a node cannot be drilled again if
it has been drilled before. or the total number of wells to be drilled in each period k;
cannot exceed the number of drilling rigs available for that period. Formally,
uk kL •# (; kp s k-)
where UA is the decision space defined as a fuiction of the state vector s ' and past
drilling actions.
4.3 State Transition Probabilities
Due to the information lag, the state vector s- k does not possess the Markov property1
because the future state depends on the information associated with the node that
is drilled A periods ago. To achieve Markov property, we re-define state vectors in a
way that it also keeps the past A actions in the memory:
"k { : " tt :-A  k- )
'A system has the Markov property if the present state provides all the information necessary
for predicting the fuiture state.
The state transition probabilities can be written as follows:
P = Pr (I I. af,,) (4.1)
To find the transition probabilities, we first need to calculate the conditional
probabilities associated with each reservoir configuration. That is,
p =Pr (X = ; IF , aF ) (4.2)
For each reservoir, it is the total probability of possible configurations conditional on
the accumulated information observed up to that point. Then, the state transition
p)robabilities can be calculated as
p pk+ /p)k
P),=E•]O/x)
(4.3)
The reason for taking the cross product over the reservoir space is that they are
independent of each other in terms of their configuration; i.e. the information on one
reservoir does not tell anything about the other.
4.4 Value Iteration Algorithm
In this section, we define an algorithm to find the optimal contingent drilling policy
through backward induction. The value of being at state Ik is given by.•/i
v (;) = max
ýFi
pjF xV (Iý1± 1 F
Then, the optimal drilling decision in period k is the one which maximizes the ex-
pected future value. Mathematically.
A =- pk r V{iSk+( I u(, ýFi
(4.4)
argmax
-Yik 
,
(4.5)
To start the algorithm,. the end-state values should be calculated first 2. For each
end-state, we get the entire production profile based on the drilling history, and also
the related lagged observations. Then, we find the associated net cash flows for a
given set of economic parameters. Finally, we calculate the net t)resent value of this
cash flow to be used as the value of the corresponding end-state3 .
Once all of the end-state values are calculated, we can find the optimal drilling
strategy following the value iteration algorithm running backwards, as described in
Equations (4.4) and (4.5). Then, the expected value of this strategy is equal to the
value of being at state T-:
v =v(z (4.6)
Figure 4-1 illustrates the decision tree structure for the flexible drilling strategy,
when the information is received one period after the well is completed (i.e. A = 1).
Since the number of branches grow exponentially, only a partial representation is
provided. The bold path shows a possible outcome in the decision tree, where #1
andt #4 are drilled sequentially. Then, it is observed that #1 is "'connected", but
at that point in time, it is not known which node it is connected to. After that, the
"early quit" decision is made. which is followed by the lagged information. stating
that #4 is in the same compartment with #1. Assuming that the "quit" decision
is irreversible, no more wells are drilled, even though it is discovered that only 50%
coverage is obtained.
2 A state is considered to be an end-state if (a) quit decision has been taken, and (b) inrfofrmaatiorn
associated with the last well has arrived.
3 Since end-state values consider all of the cash flows and are represented value in present terms,
equations (4.4) and (4.5) does not have a discounting factor, or immediate rewards component.
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4.5 Economic Model
As illustrated in Figure 4-1, the drilling history and the associated lagged observations
provide enough information to define a unique production profile4. After finding
the production profile by using the reservoir model described in Section 3.2. we can
calculate the corresponding revenue stream by multiplying the production rates by
the oil price. Mathematically, it is shown as
Rev =, x pt (4.7)
where qt, is the total field production rate, and pt is the oil price at time t. Then,
we use the following formula to calculate the free cash flows:
FCFt = (1 - 7) Rev> - Cost' (4.8)
where r is the effective tax rate paid as a percentage of the oil revenue, and Costt-
is the total expenditure associated with the capital investments, well drilling, and the
field operations at time t. Finally, the net present value of the cash flow stream is
given by
T
NPVF, = (e- t x FCF>) (4.9)
t=o
Note that the discount rate (r) used in the valuation formula is assumed to be ap-
propriately adjusted for the risk of the project.
On the next page, Figure 4-2 provides the cash flows analysis for the path shown
on the decision tree5 (see page 51). Recall that, in that example, two wells are drilled
into a single 4-node reservoir before taking the "Quit" decision. The corresponding
nodes turn out to be in the same big compartment (2/4 = 50% reservoir coverage).
"There may be cases where the end-state does not tell us the exact reservoir configurations.
However, it provides the information associated with the part that has been drilled, which is what
we need in order to calculate the production profile.
5The design and construction costs associated with the infrastructure will be considered only if
the capacity design is in the decision framework (see Section 5.2.1). Otherwise, they are sunk costs,
and will be excluded from the NPV calculations.
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Chapter 5
Simulation Results
This chapter is built on a simple case study, and its several extensions in the context
of an oil development project.
In Section 5.1, we introduce the reference case study, as a single-reservoir oil
development project. Focusing on the drilling decisions, we compare fixed and flexible
strategies, and also discuss the impact of the information lag time on the value of
flexibility. We provide a sensitivity analysis, in order to show how the outcome would
vary with respect to changes in some of the input variables used in the calculations
(e.g. oil price, reservoir size. production capacity, etc.). At the end of the section, we
also look a.t the potential effect of the initial probability distributions on the results.
Note that, in this section, we assume that the capacity is given, and any direct costs
of building that (cap)acity is not included in the analysis.
In Section 5.2. we present several extensions built oin our reference case study.
First, we expamnd the aIIpplication of our methodology to the design stage, exploring
the impact of capacity choices (including the associated costs in the analysis), and
valuing other investments such as a test opportunity to gain further information
(before the drilling strategy is finalized). Then, we analyze a two-reservoir case and
discuss the potential implications of having a larger field with multiple reservoirs.
Finally, in Section 5.3, we provide a brief summary of the results, and discuss the
limitations of our findings.
5.1 A Case Study Analysis: A Single Reservoir
In this section, a stand-alone development of the four-node reservoir shown in Figure 3-2
is considered. For simplicity, all the possible configurations are assumed to have equal
probabilities.
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Figure 5-1: Network representation of the 4-node reservoir and the initial probability values
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Starting with the hypothesis that it may be more profitable not to drill all four of
the nodes, we compare fixed and flexible drilling strategies for developing the single
reservoir shown in Figure 5-1. In the fixed strategy, the drilling plan is made before
any drilling activity starts. Not all of the nodes should be drilled, but the plan should
specify which wells to be drilled, and in what order they will be drilled. Once the plan
is finalized, it is followed no matter what. On the other hand, the flexible strategy
does not require such a rigid drilling plan. The decision-maker can revise the drilling
policy based on the information gathered (see Section 3.3). He can choose which well
to drill next, or whether to continue drilling or stop. This creates an opportunity to
stretch the upside potential, while cutting down the downside risk (the focus is on
the latter).
Table 5.1 below provides the input values used in the reference case. For the
purpose of this thesis, these values are assumed constant (focusing on the uncertainty
associated with the reservoir configuration).
T'able 5.1: Input Values for the Reference Case
Oil price $70/barrel flat projected average price
Discount rate 10%/year continuously compounded
Effective tax rate 40% on revenue
Drilling cost $100M/well same for each well
Operating cost $5/barrel variable only
Project life 25 years
Drilling completion time 6 months same for each well
Platform capacity 20 mbopd
Reservoir size 40 mmbo divided equally for each node
Initial delivery rate 15 mbopd same across the reservoir"
5.1.1 Fixed Drilling Strategy
We start with the assumption that the infrastructure will be ready by the time the
first well is drilled. Then, the decision-maker is expected to come up with a drilling
plan, in a way that is similar to the deterministic case. The only difference is that
the reservoir configuration is unknown at this time. Once the drilling strategy is
finalized, it is followed no matter what. Such a rigid strategy implicitly assumes one
of the following scenarios:
1. No new information will be revealed during the drilling process or after the
production starts.
2. Even if there is some new information, the management cannot change the
initial plan for some reason (e.g. commitments made to third-parties). In this
case, the information simply reduces the uncertainty, but it is worthless since
it is not linked to fiurther decisions.
As we solve for the fixed strategy, the olptimal result turns out to be drilling all
four of the nodes, with an expected net present value of $685 million. The reason is
that the downside risk of not covering the entire reservoir is much higher than the
upside potential of saving the drilling of two wells. Due to the high syvnmetry within
the problem, the sequence remains unimportant, although starting with #1 or #4
I)erforms slightly better because they have a higher probability of being in a large
compartment (62.53 versus 50%). Not to mention that this result is very sensitive
to the input values used in the analysis. For example, under $50/barrel oil prices
(instead of $70/barrel), starting with #2 followed by #3 (or vice versa) becomes a
better strategy because it provides a safer bet, i.e. there is no risk of drilling two
wells into the same compartmrlent in the first two periods.
Finding the --rule of thumb" decision principles is beyond the scope of this thesis,
and perhap)s there are none. The point is that. the decision-makers become more
risk-averse when they have to follow a fixed drilling plan. By avoiding the risk of not
getting enough coverage, they may tend to drill more wells than needed.
5.1.2 Flexible Drilling Strategy
In this section, we assume that the decision-maker uses the partially revealed informa-
tion to update his prior belief state on how the reservoir could be compartmentalized,
and revise the drilling policy accordingly. The probabilistic learning model described
in Section 3.3 is applied.
Without Information Lag
As mentioned before, there is often a lag time from the completion of the well, until
the point where the information is received. In this section, we ignore this lag and
assume that this information is readily available before making the next decision. In
a sense, it constitutes an upper-bound for the value of the flexibility.
Solving the problem for A = 0. we get $735 million as the expected net present
value, 7.3% up from that of the fixed strategy'. As the strategy is concerned, the
decision-miaker avoids the risk of not covering the entire reservoir, in a way that is
similar to the fixed plan. However. not all of the wells have to be drilled at all times.
There are certain situations in which the decision-maker learns that the full coverage
is obtained after drilling only two or three wells. In these situations, it is better to
stop drilling further wells. Like in the fixed strategy, which one to start with, does not
turn out to be an important decision, due to the level of symmetry in the problem.
On the other hand, once the first decision is made. the rest depends on that decision
as well as the observations that are realized.
Consider the scenario where we start with #1. Figure 5-2 illustrates the branches
associated with the chance events. There are two possible outcomes: #1 can be either
not connected, where the configurations A, B. C, F and H are eliminated. Or, it can
be a part of a 2-node compartment, with its direction unknown. In this situation,
the configurations D. E and G are eliminated. and the probability values are updated
accordingly. The assumption is that the information on whether it is the upper or
the lower branch becomes available before making the next decision.
1See page 70 for a related discussion on the significance of this increase.
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If it is the upper branch, then #2 and #3 are drilled next (order does not matter
due to the symmetry). If either one of them turns out to be *"connected", then
it means that one is connected to #4. Thus, the fourth well is not drilled. The
only possible scenario where all four wells are drilled is that the actual reservoir
combination is E. The reason that #4 is not drilled until all others are drilled is that
it would be too risky to be drilled earlier. It has a higher probability of being in a
large compartment (66% vs. 33/), but observing that it is "*connected" would not
h1elp for the next decision since there is a 50%X chance that the the third well gets
drilled into the same oil compartment with #4.
On the other hand. if it is the lower branch, then there is no safe bet for the
remaining decisions. In this situation, it is optimal to drill #4 as the second well,
hoping that it turns out to be in another large compartment (i.e. configuration A or
F, each with a 20% of probability). If this happens, then the third and the fourth wells
are not drilled because the full coverage is already obtained. In all other situations,
there is a risk of drilling the second well into the same compartment but tile risk of
not covering the reservoir is higher. hence the drilling process continues.
With Information Lag
As discussed earlier, it takes time to run some tests on the production data and get
enough confidence on which situation is observed. Therefore, it would be too opti-
mistic to assumne that this information is readily available before the next decision is
made. In this section, we aialyze the same problem taking this into consideration.
Specifically, we assume that the time from the completion of the well until the infor-
mation gets received is around 6 months. This implies that the information does not
become available for the next decision, but for the one after.
Solving the same problem for A = 1. we find that the expected net present value
of the project is $700 million, $15 million up from the value of the fixed strategy. The
value of learning is 70% less compared to the zero-lag problem ($15M vs. $50M). The
reason of such a reduction is the delay in the response time. For example, assume that
the actual reservoir configuration is A. and the first two wells that are drilled are #1
and #4. When there is no lag, the decision-maker can get the information associated
with both wells (such that they are drilled in different large compartments) and this
information is enough to conclude that the reservoir is fully covered. Third and fourth
wells are not drilled. On the other hand, when there is a lag equal to 6 months, the
decision-maker gets only the first information (i.e. #1 is "connected"). With that
information available, it is not possible to conclude that the actual configuration is
whether A, B. C. F or H. It takes one more well before the "stop" decision is made.
There are many other scenarios where such extra wells have to be drilled, reducing
the value of flexibility as well as learning.
5.1.3 Sensitivity Analysis
In this section, a sensitivity analysis is provided in order to show how the outcome
would vary with respect to unilateral changes in some of the input variables used
in the calculations. Figure 5-3, on the next page, plots the incremental value of
following a flexible plan, as a function of six different variables (i.e. for oil price,
discount rate, drilling cost, reservoir size, platformi capacity and initial delivery rate).
Only onle variable is changed at a time, keeping everything else the same as it is in the
reference case (see Table 5.1). Recall that this value is calculated to be $50 million
for A = 0, and $15 million for A = 1, with respect to the reference case.
Oil Price
The impact of the oil price is twofold. On one hand, the higher oil price level encour-
ages to drill all of the wells. The reason is that, even if a second well is drilled into the
sanme compn)artment. it is not too bad because the corres)onding juimp iin production
becomes more valuable, keeping all else constant 2. This decreases the value of being
flexible to use the information, because the decision-maker tends to drill all nodes
anyways. On the other hand, when the oil price level is lower, the risk of not covering
2 See page 42 in Section 3.2.2 for a related discussion.
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the entire reservoir gets less important, and under certain circumstances, it becomes
optimal to make "early quit" decisions without being sure that the full coverage is
obtained. As the decisions become less risky, the value of flexibility diminishes in
parallel, because it is not used as often as it would otherwise3 .
Since the value of flexibility decreases towards both ends, there is a natural sweet
spot in the mniddle where its value is the highest. In this example, it is around
$60/barrel where it changes directions. As far as the comparison between "'lagged"
and 'not-lagged" problems is concerned, the ratio stays constant around 30()c for the
high oil price zone, whereas it is higher for low price levels (e.g. around 70% for
$40/barrel).
Discount Rate
Higher discount rates penalize the future benefits over the immediate cash flows. As a
result. the risk of over-drilling is not as significant as it is for lower discount rates. The
value of flexibility to respIond to new information decreases consequently. as shown in
Figure 5-3b. For a range of discount rates that are typically used in the oil industry,
the graph is fairly smooth, which implies that there is no substantial change in the
decision rules (which is certainly not the case for the oil prices). However. this is not
al[ways true since both curves are expected to converge to zero for higher discount
rates". Rather than that, the value of flexibility in the "lagged" problem remains
within the %25-30 band. compared to that of the "not-lagged" one, for the interval
analyzed.
Drilling Cost
Higher drilling costs decrease the incentives to drill the extra "not-so-necessary" wells,
if it is known that full coverage is obtained. As a result, the value of flexibility and
learning increases proportional to the increase in the drilling costs, although the
3This phenomenon is also observed in financial options. The lower the volatility of the underlying
stock, the lower the option price.
4After a certain level, value of any incremental investment drops to zero. because the penalty on
the future benefits gets so high that it cannot justify the initial capital expenditure.
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overall project value is decreasing for both fixed and flexible strategies. However,
after a certain threshold, the drilling cost gets so high that the fixed drilling strategy
shifts to 'drill only three wells, and play the bet", while the flexible strategy remains
the same. Both strategies keep loosing value as the drilling cost gets higher, but that
shift in the fixed strategy slows the decreasing rate down so that the relative value
of the flexible strategy stops to increase, and then sometimes decrease (as shown in
Figure 5-3c, for the zero-lag problem).
Reservoir Size
Larger reservoir size means that the relative importance of saving an extra well is less.
From that perspective, new information becomes less attractive, hence the downward
sloping right-hand side of the graph in Figure 5-3d. On the other hand, when the
reservoir size gets too small, the risk of not covering the entire reservoir becomes
less important (a phenomenon that is observed for lower oil prices, too). It becomes
worthwhile to play the bet, and call "early quit" under some situations, even if the
information does not guarantee the full coverage. In this case, similar to the one for
lower oil prices, the value of flexibility to use new information may become less than
that for larger reservoirs. However, as shown in Figure 5-3d, the breaking point is
not the same for both "lagged" and "not-lagged" problems, potentially due to the
interactions with some other variables.
Platform Capacity
As discussed in Section 3.2, the tighter capacity conditions favor not drilling two wells
into the same compartment, if possible. This is because the productivity gain of the
extra wells gets postponed to the future, which destroy their value. As a result, using
the information for not drilling them becomes more attractive. Figure 5-3e shows
this inverse relationship between the value of information/flexibility and the platform
capacity. No significant changes are observed in terms of the ratio between the results
for the "lagged" and "non-lagged" problems (i.e. it remains around 30%).
Initial Delivery Rate
A higher initial delivery rate implies that a reservoir with the same size would get
depleted faster. In this case, drilling the second well into same compartment, keeping
everything else constant, would lead to a lower production jump because by the time
that it is drilled, a higher proportion of the reservoir would have been already depleted,
resulting in lower reservoir pressure and lower delivery rate (see Section 3.2.1). Con-
sequently, it becomes relatively more profitable to avoid the second wells, if possible.
For that reason, as shown in Figure 5-3f. the value of information and the flexibility
to avoid over-drilling gets higher, as the average initial delivery rate increases. The
ratio between the results for the "lagged" and "non-lagged"' problems does not seem
to change significantly.
5.1.4 Different Initial Probabilities
In the reference case, we assumed that the feasible configurations, which are defined
on the 4-node reservoir, have equal probabilities (i.e. p,,j = 1/8 for all possible Xij).
The corresponding marginal and joint probability distributions are shown below, in
Figure 5-4. Here, in this section, we will analyze the same case with three other
distribution types (see Figure 5-5 on the next page).
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Figure 5-4: Initial probabilities associated with the reservoir configuration (reference case)
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In Type-i, the probabilities of the "low-complexity" configurations are signifi-
cantly higher than the others. In other words, it is more likely that the reservoir
will be less fragmented (i.e. two compartments only). Type-2 has the opposite dis-
tribution. It implies a "'highly-complex" world, where the probability of having all
four-nodes disconnected is the highest. Finally, Type-3 illustrates an example where
the expectations are not concentrated on a particular complexity level. i.e. proba-
bilities of having low. medium or high complexities are all equal . Note that, for all
three types, the joint probability values are assumned uniformly distributed for a given
complexity level.
Table 5.2 summarizes the simulation results achieved for each distribution type,
using the same input values provided on page 56. The numbers indicate the ex-
pected net present values of the projects, for both fixed and flexible drilling strate-
gies. Figure 5-6, on the next page, plots their difference (i.e. value added by the
flexibility).
Table 5.2: Comparison of Different Distribution Types (values in Million USD)
Strategy Reference Types1 2 3
Fixed 685.7 722.5 684.8 685.6
Flexible (A = 0) 735.0 776.5 701.2 734.6
Flexible (A = 1) 701.2 766.4 691.1 712.2
Looking at the values associated with the fixed strategies, we can see that they
are almost the same, except Type-1. which is about $37M1 higher than the others.
This can be explained by a change in the drilling plan, as a result of the change in the
exp)ectations. While it is optimal to drill all four wells for other (distribution types,
,This is different than the reference case, in which the probability of having a medium reservoir
complexity (i.e. Dij = 0.75) is significantly higher than the others.
Type-1 suggests drilling wells into #1 and #4 only, expecting that the full reservoir
coverage will be obtained (with 75% probability). The upside gain by not drilling two
extra wells in a low-complexity world, increases the overall value of the fixed strategy.
On the other hand, it does not work the other way around. Having commnitted to
drill all four of the wells (no matter what), the expected project performance is not
significantly reduced for Type-2, i.e. the down-side loss of being in a high-complexity
world is not as big as the upside gain of being in a low-complexity world. Similarly, the
optimal fixed strategy for Type-3 turns out to be "drill all", so there is no dramatic
change in the corresponding value (relative to the reference case).
When considering the value of flexibility, it is important to think about the specific
conditions which lead to certain deviations from the fixed strategy and their likelihood
of occurrence. In the reference case, the fixed strategy is to drill all of the wells. The
deviations, in the flexible strategy, are to save the drilling of the extra wells if the
reservoir turns out to be less fragmented than it is expected. The actual likelihood of
these deviations are coupled with the decision rules, but in a way, it is proportional
to the initial probability of being in the low or medium complexity world.
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Figure 5-6: Value of flexibility compared to the reference case
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As mentioned before, the fixed strategy for Type-1 is different than the reference
case (i.e. drill only #1 and #4). Consequently. the risks involved in this strategy
are also different, than those involved in the reference case. Type-1 suggests betting
on two wells, which will succeed with a probability of 75%. but, if it doesn't, the
opportunity cost is high. For example. if the actual reservoir configuration turns
out to be H or G. Type-1 strategy implies that only 50W reservoir coverage will be
obtained. resulting in almost $300M less value than a safer "drill all" strategy ($388M
vs. $684M). In this perspective. the same information is used with a different scope.
It is not used to avoid over-drilling based on the observation that the reservoir is less
fragmented than it is expected to be. In contrast, it is used to avoid under-drilling
based on the observation that the reservoir is more fragmented, than it is expected
to be. It is true that the information will be used less frequently for Type-1, than for
the reference distribution type, but the incremental value added will be higher at the
times when it is used.
On the other hand, Type-2 and Type-3 distributions lead to the same optimal
fixed strategy as the reference case (i.e. drill all wells). Hence, in the flexible setting,
the information will be used under the same scope. to avoid over-drilling. For these
distribution types, the relative values are mainly driven by the likelihood that the
information will be useful, or somewhat proportional to the initial probability of
being in the low or medium complexity world. For Type-2, there is a 715% probability
that all the drilling nodes will be disconnected, where no information can change
the fixed "'drill all" strategy (only 12.5%c in the reference case). As a result, the
value of flexibility is significantly lower, compared to the reference case. However,
the same is not true for Type-3, which also implies a higher probability of being in
the high-complexity world (compare 33.3% to 12.5(%). This is because it has a higher
probability of being in the low-complexity world as well (33.3% vs. 25%.). The low-
complexity world, as considered in our example, provides a greater potential for the
information to add value, i.e., it is possible to save the drillings of two wells rather
than one. Even in the "lagged" problem, the chances of having a delayed "early quit"
decision is higher than the medium or low complexity worlds.
5.2 Extending the Problem
In Section 5.1, we have focused on the development of a single reservoir assuming
that the infrastructure will be ready for production at the time the first drilling is
completed. In this section, we first extend the decision framework. to explore the
design problems with the capacity choices, and to evaluate other types of investments
in getting further information about the reservoir structure before drilling any pro-
duction wells. Then, we discuss the potential implications of having a larger field
with multiple reservoirs.
5.2.1 Capacity Design
So far, only the drilling decisions have been considered in the analysis. given that
the infrastructure will be readily available for production by the time the first well
is drilled. Assuming that the capacity decision is made and cannot be changed, the
associated design and construction costs are excluded from the calculations because
they are irreversible, i.e. sunk costs. However. if the decision framework is extended
in a way that it also includes the capacity decisions, then these costs can be very
imp)ortant because it may affect the optimal capacity choice.
For example, consider the results associated with the reference case on page 58.
where the flexible strategy adds 7.3/( over the fixed strategy for A\ = 0 ($735 million
vs. $685 million). Assume this as an investment problem which requires an upfront
capital expenditure of $700 million'. If the managerial flexibility is ignored. the
decision-maker rejects the project because the expected future benefits does not justify
the initial expenditure (i.e. $685-M < $7001M). However, including the managerial
flexibility in the problem shifts the investment decision from "-stop" to "go" because
now the expected future benefits exceed the initial costs, in present value terms
(i.e. $735M > $700OM).
"For simplicity, assume that this is a one-time payment right before drilling starts.
Here, we analyze a case where the platform capacity is the biggest cost driver.
For simplicity, we assume that the total investment required for the design and the
construction of the infrastructure is linear in the capacity, that is,
Io (Cy) = a + 3 C,- (5.1)
where I1 (C.,) is the total investment to build the capacity, a a nd are the given cost
parameters (i.e. intercept and slope). Consider the graph shown in Figure 5-7, where
a = $500M and 3 = $6.7M/mbopd. Assuming that only capacities between 15 and
30 mbopd are feasible, the total required investment varies between $600 million and
$700 million, depending on the capacity chosen. For simplicity, assume that these
values represent instantaneous one-time payments at the time drilling begins, so that
it is directly comparable with the discounted values calculated in Section 5.1.
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Under these assumptions. the optimal production capacity is given by the following
formula:
C,= argmax {V | c, - o (CF) (5.2)
Cs'
Figure 5-8 plots the expected net present values for the reference case provided in
Section 5.1. Excluding the costs associated with the initial investments, the project
values increase as the capacity increases, because it speeds up the oil production.
However, the rate of the increase goes down. since the capacity starts to become less
restrictive.
On the other hand, Figure 5-9 shows the expected net vahle of the project, includ-
ing the initial investments to be made for the infrastructure. Results for fixed and
flexible strategies are plotted. As can be seen from the graphs, the optimnal capacity
CF is different for each strategy, ranging from 21.5 to 24.0 nlbopd. The reason is
that the flexible drilling strategies are relatively more valuable under tight capacity
constraints, therefore. they favor lower cap)acity designs (see Figure 5-3e).
For the puripose of this thesis, we do not aim to provide a closed-forum solution
for finding how to optimally design the infrastructure. By itself, it is a very complex
thing to do, with many interacting decision variables, tangled with multiple design
considerations. Rather, we intend to give an idea about how our methodology may
be extended further in the design stage.
5.2.2 Value of Information
In our methodology, learning is considered as a natural and costless consequence of
drilling and production (which has to be done anyway). The focus is to find its
value given the flexibility to respond, and see its impact on the drilling decisions.
However, there may be situations where the information at hand is considered to
be not enough to proceed, requiring further tests and analysis before any drilling
plan is made. In this section, we illustrate how our approach can be extended to
value such an information, which updates the initial interpretations on the reservoir
configurations.
Expected NPV excluding CAPEX
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Figure 5-8: Expected net present value of fixed and flexible drilling strategies (i.e. V I C )
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Figure 5-9: Expected net present value of the overall project (i.e. V IC, - I (Cy-))
Consider the single-reservoir example presented in Section 5.1, and assume that
there is an opportunity to test whether #1 is connected or not, before any drilling
begins. Suppose that the test will make the right prediction with 90% probability,
that is,
Pr (test predicts C #1 is C ) =0.90 (5.3)
Pr (test predicts NC I #1 is NC) = 0.90 (5.4)
where C denotes that node is connected (i.e. in a 2-node compartment), and NC
denotes that node is not connected (i.e. in a, 1-node compartment). Given the initial
probability values as shown in Figure 5-1, the posterior probability distribution is cal-
culated using Bayes' rule (see DeGroot [15]). Figure 5-10 illustrates the corresponding
decision tree with the the updated probability values conditional on the test outcome.
In mathematical terms, the value of the information associated with the test can be
expressed as
VOI = p -VO.Nc + (1 - p) . V' - V (5.5)
where V and V;C are the expected net present values optimized conditional
on the test outcome. and p is the probability that the test predicts #1 is -"not
connected". The first two terms, added together. (an be seen as the expected value
of the project with the testing option. The third term stantds for the expected value
of the project with no additional information. i.e. as calculated in the reference
case. Their difference is the value added by the test. so it can be interpreted as the
maximum amount that the decision maker is willing to pay for it.
On page 76, Table 5.3 summarizes the analysis done for the single-reservoir ex-
ample described. Both fixed and flexible strategies are considered (flexible with and
without lag). The first two columns show the values conditional on the outcome of
the test, i.e. whether it predicts #1 is *'not connected" or "connected". The third is
the value of the project with the test option, i.e. the expected value of the first two.
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The fourth column is the value without the test option. as calculated in Section 5.1.
Finally. the last column, as the difference between the third and the fourth, provides
the value gain by using the test information (i.e. VOI).
As we comIpare the values. we see that the fixed strategy has the highest VOI
($26.0M). The reason is the upside opportunity it provides, that is, if the test predicts
that #1 is "connected" (60% probability), then the optimal fixed strategy will become
drill #2. 3 and 4 only, expecting that one of them will be connected to #1. Compared
to "drill all" fixed strategy of the reference case, one well is saved. Similarly, the test
outcome changes the decision rules in the flexible strategies, but its relative impact
is less significant compared to the fixed strategy ($11.8M and $21.8-M). One possible
explanation for this observation is the built-in learning mechanism used in the flexible
strategies. i.e. same type of information can be gained through drilling #1 itself.
That also tells about why the VOI in the "lagged" problem is higher than that in the
"not-lagged" problem, because it cannot utilize the subsequent drilling information
as efficiently (which inakes the test information marginally more attractive).
Again, we do not aim to generalize these behaviors here in this thesis. Due to tile
high level of interactions between variables and the system nonlinearities, different set
of initial points may lead to different conclusions. Instead, we try to illustrate how
our initial methodology may be extended to certain directions, so that it captures
nmore of the real problem.
Table 5.3: Value of Information for Fixed and Flexible Strategies (in Million USD)
Strategv V NC Vo ,  Value Value
Sr, atg w/ Test w/out Test
Fixed 685.8 729.0 711.7 685.7 26.0
Flexible (A = 0) 727.8 759.5 746.8 735.0 11.8
Flexible (A = 1) 714.5 729.0 723.2 701.2 21.8
5.2.3 Multiple Reservoirs
In this section, we analyze a field with two reservoirs, each having the same network
structure as used in the single-reservoir problem. Technically, it makes no difference if
it is modeled as a big 8-node reservoir, with no edges between the first four nodes and
the others, but the joint probabilities should be consistent. Since the reservoirs are
separate geological formations, it is assumed that the probability distributions associ-
ated with the reservoir configurations are independent of each other. In order to have
this example comparable to the reference case, the same input values are considered,
except that the platform capacity is doubled since the problem is twice as big.
The reservoirs are assumed to be located in a fairly close area so that both can be
tied back to the same oil production platform. As the drilling process is concerned, it
is assumed that the drilling rig can reach both reservoirs without being moved. Since
the reservoirs share the platform capacity, as well as the drilling rig, the development
problem cannot be partitioned into two. In other words, solving for each reservoir
separately, then adding the values would give the wrong results due to the interactions
between the reservoirs.
Reservoir A Reservoir B
Figure 5-11: A field with two reservoirs
i
When we consider the fixed strategy, we found it optimal to drill all of the 8 wells.
with an expected net present value of $1.35 billion for the project (excluding the
initial expenditure on the infrastructure). This is almost twice as much as that of
the single-reservoir project. On one hand, sharing the same drilling rig works against
the "two-reservoir" project, because overall drilling process takes longer (4 years vs.
2 years), which implies a slower ramp-up in total oil production. On the other hand,
having two reservoirs share a larger capacity, is less restrictive than having each
reservoir have its own fixed capacity. Looking at the results, these two factors seem
to balance each other so that the overall project value does not change significantly
(relative to that of two single-reservoir projects, each having its own drilling rig and
production platform).
As the flexible strategy is concerned, the value of the project is found to be
$1.43 billion, when the information lag is ignored (i.e. A = 0). This is 7.5% up
from the fixed strategy, similar to the single-reservoir problem. We will not discuss
the details of the specific decision rules that creates this incremental value, but the
concept is the same, that is, stop drilling into a 'reservoir if it is believed that the
full coverage has been obtained. Cutting the over-drilling reduces the expected costs,
hence increases the expected value of the project, in a way that is similar to the
original single-reservoir problem.
Solving the same problem for A = 1. we get an expected net present value of
$1.42 billion, almost the same as above. The value of learning is $70 million, about
85% of the zero-lag condition (compare to 30% in the single-reservoir problem). This
difference is due to the achieved flexibility to switch between two reservoirs. By fol-
lowing a rotational drilling sequence between reservoirs A and B, the negative impact
of the information lag can be significantly reduced. For example, consider a scenario
where reservoir A is drilled first, and reservoir B is drilled second. Before reservoir
A is drilled again, the "lagged" information associated with the first well becomes
available. Similarly, before reservoir B is drilled again, the "lagged" information as-
sociated with the second well becomes available. Therefore, the negative impact of
the information lag is minimized, at the expense of committing to a loop between
reservoirs A and B. Please note that this loop must be broken at some point, with
a favorable "'early quit" decision, because otherwise the information would not be as
valuable.
5.3 Summary
In this chapter. we apply our proposed methodology in an illustrative case study, and
its several extensions. First, in Section 5.1, we consider the development of a single-
reservoir field. Focusing on the value of flexibility, we provide a detailed analysis to
show how the management can benefit from responding to new information. Then, in
Section 5.2, we extend the decision framework, in a way that it captures not only the
drilling decisions but also the initial design, particularly the capacity choices. Also,
in a simple example. we show how our methodology can be incorporated with the
investment decisions such as an initial testing opportunity, to get further information
before the drilling strategy is finalized. At the end of the section, we analyze a two-
reservoir example and discuss the potential implications of having a larger field with
multiple reservoirs.
In Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, we analyze a single-reservoir field development prob-
lem. Initially focusing on the drilling decisions, our results show that the managerial
flexibility to respond to new information can be a significant source of value. In the
reference case. the flexibility adds 7.3% value to the project ($50M- over $685M1). How-
ever, this initial analysis oversimplifies the problem in the way that it ignores the lag
time from the completion of the well, until the point where information is observed.
Incorporating the "'information lag time" into the problem, we find that the value of
flexibility significantly diminishes (70% down from the zero-lag problem). The reason
for such a reduction is the delay in tile response time, parallel to the "lagged" ob-
servations. This has an important implication: the flexibility might add a, significant
value to the project, yet ignoring the lags in the information flow may overestimate
this value.
In Section 5.1.3, we provide a sensitivity analysis in order to show how the outcome
would vary with respect to unilateral changes in some of the input variables used in the
calculations (i.e. oil price,. discount rate. drilling cost. reservoir size, platform cap)acity
and initial delivery rate). Our results indicate the inlmportance of two compn)eting
factors. One of the factors is the risk of not covering the reservoir, in which case the
decision maker tends to drill all of the wells in the fixed strategy. The information
which leads to "early quit" decisions in the flexible strategy becomes more valuable.
The other factor is thie suacrificc made by drilling extra wells; i.e. the relative cost
of drilling the second well into the samle compartment. While s)eeding up the oil
production process. an extra well increases the overall cost and does not change the
total reservoir coverage. The greater the sacrifice. the higher the value of the flexibility
(to avoid it).
Depending on where each factor becomes more dominant, the value of flexibility
is affected differently. For example, for higher oil prices the sacrifice made by drilling
extra wells is less important. so the decision maker tends to drill all wells no matter
what. In this situation, the value of flexibility drops. According to this argumient. one
would expect that the value of flexibility gets higher when the oil prices go down (be-
cause the sacrifice is relatively higher). Unfortunately, this is not the case when the oil
prices drop below a certain threshold. because the lower oil prices also reduce the risk
of not covering tile entire reservoir. The lower the risk, the less the value of informa-
tion. The end result is a nonlinear graph shown in Figure 5-3a, with a sweet slpot in
the middle where the value of flexibility is the highest. Similar behavior is observed
for the drilling cost and the reservoir size. While the value of flexibility is mainly
increasing for higher drilling costs and decreasing for bigger reservoir sizes. it starts
to turn tile other way around after passing certain thresholds (see Figures 5-3c,dt).
Such break points do not appear for thle discount rate. the platforlm capacity and
the initial delivery rate. The value of flexibility monotonically decreases for higher
discount rates and higher platform capacities, whereas it increases monotonically for
higher initial delivery rates assuming ceteris paribus (see Figures 5-3b,ef).
In Section 5.1.4. we analyze the impact of the initial probability distributions.
Our results indicate that the initial expectations about the reservoir configuration
play an important role on determining the scope of the information, in the flexible
setting. For example, expecting that it is more likely that the reservoir will be in
a low-complexity world (i.e. less fragmented), the optimal fixed strategy may shift
from "don't risk, drill all" to "don't drill all, take up the bet". In this case, the new
information is used to avoid under-drilling based on the observation that the reservoir
is more fragmented than it is expected. whereas in the reference case. it is used to avoid
over-drilling based on the observation that the reservoir is less fragmented than it is
expected. This shift in the scope of the information is as important as the change of
the probability distribution itself, for determining the value of the flexibility/learning.
In Section 5.2.1. we extend the decision framework such that it considers the
initial investments associated with building the capacity. We construct a simple case,
in order to illustrate how the optimal capacity decision might be affected by moving
from the fixed drilling strategy, to the flexible drilling strategy. Our results show
that tile value of the project cani be increased by 72/%c, from $57'M to $98M. by
incorporating flexibility and learning in decision making. The results also indicates
that there is still room for another 8/%. to $102.5M. if the design capacity is reduced
by 10W to 21.5 mbopd (see Figure 5-9). The reason is that the flexible drilling
strategies are relatively more valuable under tight capacity constraints, and therefore
favor lower capacity designs as compared to fixed drilling strategies.
Then. in Section 5.2.2, we illustrate how our approach can be extended to value
certain investments in getting information before the drilling starts. We build an
example based on the reference case, where there is an opportunity to invest in a test
to gain further information about the reservoir structure. Given the prior probability
distribution associated with the reservoir structure, we calculate the posterior values
using Bayes' rule (see Figure 5-10). As Table .5.3 shows, the value of the information
associated with the test is higher for the fixed drilling strategy, than it is for the
flexible drilling strategy. This caln be explained by the built-in learning mechanism
used in the flexible strategies, i.e. since flexible strategies already incorporate similar
types of information gathering in the drilling process, the relative impact of the test
information provided by the test is less than it is for a rigid plan.
Finally, in Section 5.2.3, we analyze a two-reservoir oil field, using the same input
variables except that the production caplacity is doubled. Our results indicate that the
value reduction due to the information lag can be significantly avoided by following a,
rotational drilling sequence between the two reservoirs. The value of flexibility in the
"lagged" problem turns out to be 85Vc, of that in the "not-lagged" problem, which is
much higher than it. is in the single-reservoir problem (30/).
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis. we propose a methodology which helps with the valuation of sequential
real investment decisions for the development of discovered oil prospects. We apply
this methodology in an illustrative case study, and consider several extensions. Our
main objectives have been: (a) to characterize the value of flexibility in a dynamic
drilling strategy. particularly in the oil develo)pment projects, and also (b) to describe
the relative imp)act of the lag time needed( before getting the required infornmation.
Our results indicate that., in a world with significant uncertainty about the reser-
voir complexity, the decision-makers become more risk-averse when they have to
follow a fixed drilling plan. By appropriately incorporating new information into the
drilling decisions, we show that it is possible to cut over-drilling and increase the over-
all value of the project. Especially when the drilling costs are relatively high and the
production capacities are relatively low, a flexible drilling plan may add significant
value over a fixed strategy. However, when considering the value of the flexibility
to respond to new information, it is very important to be realistic about the timing
of the learning. As illustrated in the thesis, the value of flexibility diminishes when
we introduce a lag time between the completion of the wells and the point where
the new information is actually received. Hence. the flexibility might be over-rated
if such "information lags" are incorrectly ignored in the analysis. From a practical
point of view, an information lag has the same effect as a commitment ahead of time,
i.e. observing the information with one period lag is equivalent to committing to a
certain well one period before it gets drilled. In both situations, the well information
gets used not before the next decision, but before the following one.
In terms of the decision framework, we illustrate how our methodology can be
extended beyond the drilling decisions. For example, incorporating the capacity de-
cisions into our valuation framework, we find that flexible thinking may enable to
(optimally) build smaller facilities because the unit production capacity can be used
more efficiently. From a project manager's perspective, this also means less capi-
tal expenditure on the infrastructure, which may.v be an important criterion when
competing for resources within the company.
Besides the capacity design problem, we also extend our methodology to value
certain investments in getting information before the drilling starts. The results imply
that an initial test opportunity may be more valuable for a ".fixed plan" strategy.
Thus, it raises "'either/or" type of questions for the practitioner, i.e. lie may choose
a flexible drilling strategy over a fixed plan and pay no attention to such investment
opportunities. or he may seek further information through additional tests and decide
to follow a fixed strategy based on the test outcome. Then, the optimal decision
depends on the value of flexibility relative to the net value of the test option (i.e. the
expected value of the information minus the cost of the test).
As the "lag time" is concerned, our results indicate that having a larger field with
multiple reservoirs may help avoiding its negative effect on the value of flexibility. As
we discuss on a two-reservoir example, the flexibility to switch between the reservoirs
may increase the overall performance, up to a certain point close to the zero-lag
condition. From a practical point of view, this finding may be of great interest
especially to companies that can afford large-scale development projects with several
reservoirs. It suggests that a company may benefit from thinking about this 'pooling
effect" among the reservoirs and use the information more effectively, as colmpared to
a stricter "develop one reservoir at a timne" strategy.
6.2 Recommendations for Future Work
One of the limitations of our methodology is that the corresponding decision trees
easily get "messy" i.e. the number of branches increases exponentially as the problem
gets bigger. With the current "non-recombining" structure of the (decision trees used
in our valuation framework, it is not realistically possible to carry the analysis beyond
two reservoirs. An alternative dynamic programming algorithm is needed in order to
tackle large size problems, and also to extend the scope of this methodology. Lattice-
type decision trees may be one particular solution, but it is important to make sure
that the path-dependency, in the decision problem, is handled properly.
On a practical level, one might consider extending the decision framework and
the learning imodel used in this thesis. For example, it should be of great interest to
consider the expansion options, in the context of capacity design problems. Or, as the
level of uncertainty is concerned, it may be useful to think about the stochastic nature
of the oil prices and the drilling costs (not to mention the correlation between them).
While the increased flexibility to "learn" about future prices and cost paraimeters may
add to the overall project value. the corresp)onding increase in the size of the decision
tree (or state space) would also make it computationally more difficult to solve.
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